
EX SESS 
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Location: Hal’s basement 
Page One 

1. Hal’s cover notes 

2. Tickler on Marguerite C. Oswald that states Mrs. Oswald is 
"mentally unstable." Date of Tickler is June 28, 1966 from General 
Investigative Division. This kind of characterization would be used 
in blind memoes and to destriy her credibility as a critic of the 
WC Report and the FBI. 

3. FBI has advance copy of a New York Times Review of Books dealing 
with Prof. Richard Popkin’s The Second Oswald. The book review was 
to appear July 18 (19667). Raies some questions about the 
disparity in the autopsy and the FBI report. This was one of those 
areas that hoover was to address. Associated with the Epstein 
letter. 

4. Jones to Wick 6/24/'66 re: Discusses a request from Paul Hoch, 
that came into the Crime Research Section. Hoch was a grad student 
who wanted some help from FBI doing research on the JFK 
assassination. Hoch had prepared quesitons on the disparity over 
the autopsy, etc. Recomended that he be told that liaison btw. FBI 
and SS was excellent. . . .But to say nothing about the questions 
over the autopsy. 

5. Four news stories from Dallas papers on the Hosty transfer/alao 
on his supervision, Ken Howe, who was disciplined. All stories in 
1964, 

6. Report of Ruby killing of union official in Chicago in 1939. 
Not copied 

7. A batch of stuff on the Garrison case (Not Copied.)
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